META CLIP Boltless Shelving
Quick boltless assembly without tools

Step 1: Attach feet to
frame

Step 2: Attach shelf clips

Step 3: Attach shelves to
the shelf clips

Step 4: Attach the diagonal Step 5: Done!
bars and turnbuckles and
straighten the shelf unit

Quick assembly without tools – that's the basic principle
With total ease of assembly, any warehouse will be up and
running more quickly. META CLIP shelving is
distinguished by its simple tool-less assembly, which
means it can go into service quickly.

And just as with the basic shelving, the same applies
for complex, multi-tier systems.
The same building blocks can be used to build large systems
with stairs, mezzanines and aisles. And META can set it up for
you: our assembly team provides a complete on-site assembly
service –quick, professional and safe!

META CLIP Boltless Shelving
Various applications & extensive system accessories

With their extensive range of accessories,
META shelving systems can be adapted
optimally to the materials you want to
store. These shelving systems can be
used in all sectors of industry, business
and small trades.

Range of shelving accessories
– solutions for every application

Free-standing dividers

Full-height dividers

Free-standing mesh dividers

Bulk material trough

Scanner rail labels

Support for increased load
capacity

Pull-out shelf

Plinth

… more accessories in the
META catalog
Back stop strips

Infill strip

Hanging rail

All META component accessories provide design versatility and high flexibility. Easyassembly accessories are available for storing various materials. So individual areas of the
shelving system can be converted effortlessly or refitted, at any time. The adjustability of
the shelves is also particularly useful in practice. Even after the shelving system is
assembled and in service, shelf heights can be adjusted in 1" / 25 mm steps.

META CLIP Boltless Shelving
Various applications & extensive system accessories

Bulk material troughs with shelf
dividers and free-standing dividers

Shelving with Euro pegboard cladding
and hooks

Shelving with mesh dividers and
Euro pegboard

Everything

under

control

–

from the smallest screw to
large and bulky spare parts
META CLIP shelving systems provide
orderliness in any warehouse, across
all sectors. The equipment versions
offer a multitude of options.

The system accessories have been
thought through to the smallest detail
and ensure that META CLIP shelving
systems can be used universally.

Shelving with mesh dividers and full frames

Lockable doors are available in heights of 79", 39" and 20" / 2,000, 1,000 and 500 mm (1/1, 1/2
and 1/4 doors)

Left: Bulk material trough with dividers.
Right: Free-standing dividers

Shelf heights individually adjustable in 1" / 25 mm steps with boxes of various sizes, held
in safely by mesh back cladding

Bin fronts with full-height dividers

